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THE

JOHNSONIAN
Exam stress: avoid it

Time management a key in studying
by Danielle L. Kiracofe
News Writer
With the end of the semester comes the th:ng students
most dread: exam week. But
coping with the inevitable is as
easy as planning a study strategy, eating right, getting
enough rest and taking some
time to escape it all.
The worst part of exams is
the stress that accompanies it
and Carol Dodson, a counselor
at the Counseling Center, offers some tips to alleviate that
stress.
"Good time management
helps a lot," Dodson said. "If
you know you have certain

half an hour every day.
To study, plan a strategy
in advance to make sure you
get everything in that you will
need for the exam.
From there, go to the material you know something
about, then what you know
best.
"Most of us do very well at
remembering information
much past an hour and a half of
intense studying," Dodson said.
"After that time, you need to
take a break for 15 to 20 minutes."
She suggests stretching,

amount of time allotted for
studying, break it down into
what is the material I don't
know very well and I have to
master to do well on the test
and work on that first."
Dodson also offered other
suggestions to do well and be
healthy during exams.
She said to eat well and
maintain a balance in what
you eat. Try not to eat too
much of one food.
The second thing is to get
enough rest. Not everyone
needs eight hours of sleep a
night, so just get what is right
for your body.
In addition, exercise for a

See STRESS, pg. 5

Photo by Amy Powell
Whitney Denton shops in the local bookstore in order to find
Christmas gifts for her friends and family.

Local stores prepare
for Christmas rush
by Latisha Brownlee
Staff Writer
Walking through the mall
and listening to Christmas carols whistle in the atmosphere
will put many students in the
Christmas spirit and a mood
for shopping. Christmas shopping season has approached
once again to the delight of
many students.
"I've already started shopping for my family," freshman
Carrie Hucks said. "I started
early to assure I'll have enough
money to spend on everyone."
Chris Davis, Belk's store
manager, said she has noticed
many people beginning their
shopping sooner than in past
years.
"Early shoppers were seen
the first week of November and
it's been steady since," she said.
She did not think this
would lessen the two week rush
right before Christmas.
"It's everybody's nature to
wait until the last minute,"
Davis said. "It makes it more
exciting."

Davis suggests people begin their shopping as soon as
possible. Many people try to
wait on sales, but Davis said
Belk's, like most department
stores, has started sales that
will continue through Christmas.
"We cater sales to Thursday through Sunday," she said.
"There will be many promotional sales almost every weekend."
Much shopping will be done
between now and Christmas.
Store owners make much of
their profitfromgift giving. At
least 30 percent of all of Belk's
revenue is earned during this
season.
Freshman Tamika Jones
said she will buy gifts for practically her whole family.
"We have our family reunion in December and I will
be buying all of them gifts."
Sophomore Em Taylor said
she will also buy gifts for most
of her family. She said they

Photo courtesy of Monique Murray

Aletta Barnes(left) and Zanthia Chandler participate in a recent step show.

Ritual dance new pasttime

by Kaetrena Davis
Entertainment Writer
"Clap your hands, stomp
your feet, this is how we move
to the Alpha Beta Gamma
t>eat..."
In predominately black
fraternities and sororities,
stepping is one of the most
important factors of their organizations.
But what is stepping?
"Stepping is a combination of ethnic and tap dancing," said Carla Simon, a memSee CHRISTMAS, pg. 5 ber of the Alpha Kappa Alpha
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sorority.
"It's like an art because it
takes so much practice,"
Monique Murray, a member of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
said. "It takes form, rhythm
and skill to do it right."
Stepping originated in Africa. It is a means of expression used to celebrate everythingfrom rites of passage (adolescence to adulthood) to the
birth of a child or a battle victory.
"Steppinggives us a chance
to set our own identity, "Jerome

Thompson, a member of
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity,
said. "We love to do it-it brings
us closer together."
Tonya Boyd, a member of
Sigma Gamma Rho and president of the Black Greek Association, agreed.
"Steppinggives each person performing a chance to
offer something to the program," she said. "Our stepping shows individuality as
well as unity," she said.
See STEPSHOW, pg. 5
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Business program
given recognition
Joint effort with other schools

Photo by Rob Ouzts

Chatting

Trip Lowery (left), Cher Tisdale, Wendy Hamilton take a relaxing break from a busy day on
the lawn in front of Kinard. The warm days are getting fewer and fewer as the winter chill
can be felt.

Holiday jobs:
Are employers
hiring students?

r Maintenance"-!
I
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by Amanda Stanford
Staff Writer
Holidays and vacations do
not always mean recreation
alone. Career services noted
that many students are seeking temporary seasonal employment for a lot of different
reasons in order to pass the
time between semesters.
Whether it was for tuition,
fees, books, presents for the
holidays, or just spending cash,
money seemed to be the most
outstanding reason to work
over the holidays.
"I think working over the
holidays helps a lot, especially
for my parents," elementary
education major Mary Kaye
Hannon said. "And it gives me
a little extra money too."
For those who want seasonal employmentand are still
looking for a job, the Career
Services office lists seasonal
jobs on their job find board.
However, not everybody
has to look for their job for the
holidays. Some had their summer or permanent jobs held for
them and will be able to start
back as soon as the holidays
roll around. Some are looking
forward to getting back to their
old jobs.

throp and Uncc will teach
courses in France and on the
Winthrop campus. A Winthrop
professor will teach in France
in the fall, and a professor from
UNCC will teach in France in
the Spring.
The international MBA
program is designed primarily
for students from France.
These students will attend
classes for two semesters.
They will be taught equally
by Winthrop and UNCC faculty, and upon graduation, they
will receive a Winthrop MBA
degree.
According to padgett there
is a great demand for American MBAs in Europe.
The new program is an effort to meet that demand.
"Globalization of business
programs depends on a knowledgeable faculty who can integrate internationalization
throughout the curriculm
based not only on their own
studies, but on their experiences as well. This program
will provide our faculty with
that opportunity."

"The job I had this summer
was left open for me so that I
could work over the holidays,"
psychology major Michelle Hill
said.
"I worked at a hospital for
over a year, and hopefully I
will be able to go back and
work there over the holidays,"
speech major Kristen Hill said.
"I really missbeingable to work
with all the people there."
Students like English major Karen Huffman saw working over the holidays as an opportunity to make up for not
working during the semester.
"I don't really have time to
work during the semester, but
I need the extra money so I
work during Christmas and the
summer," Huffman said. "It
just makes me very glad that
our break is so long."
Working is not always the
answer to what to do over break
though and some students felt
that vacation was a vacation
and they deserved a break from
the stress built up over the
semester.
Photo by Rob Ouzts
"After working so hard on
Find a book
my studies all semester, I think
my brain just needs a rest for Jamey Drake selects a book in the stacks of Dacus Library to
awhile," freshmen Frank Rob- continue her studies before finals. The library has extended
hours during finals to assist students with their work.
ert said.
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All Winthrop students
a n d faculty

I - 'Includes most 4 cylinder engines. 8
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Rock Hill—The Commission on Higher Education has
given approval to an international Master of Business
Adminstration program offered
by both Winthrop and the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte.
"ThisnewMBAprogram is
consistent with Winthrop's
educational mission to meet the
needs and challenges of the
global society in which we live
as citizens and professionals,"
said Winthrop President Anthony DiGiorgio.
The MBA program will be
a cooperative effort by Winthrop, UNCC and Ecole
Superieure d' Informatique et
de Commerce (ESICAD), and
was approved for implementation in fall 1994.
"This joint enterprise with
UNCC will provide the opportunity for our faculty to teach
overseas and gain much
broader experience," said Jerry
Padgett, dean of the School of
Business Adminstration at
Winthrop.
Faculty from both Win-
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Winthrop and MYCO
observe AIDS day
Winthrop University, in
conjunction with the Museum
ofYork County, will be participating in "The Ribbon Project"
for World AIDS Day on Thursday, December 2,1993.
The museum will be giving
out red ribbons from 10 a.m.
until 5 p.m. Winthrop will continue the project at 6:45 p.m.
until 8:30 p.m. at the opening
reception for the Art and Design Faculty Exhibition in

McLaurin gallery.
"The Ribbon Project" is an
international grass roots effort
in the fight against AIDS.
Wearing a red ribbon is the
international symbol for expressing compassion for all
people living with AIDS and
their caregivers.
It also shows support for
prevention education and research for treatments, vaccines
and a cure.

It has been featured during the Academy Awards, the
Democratic National Convention, The Tony Awards and
Emmy's.
The South Carolina Federation of Museums, Art Affinity Group organized the statewide effort in order to encourage participation in World
AIDS Day because of the impact the epidemic has had on
the arts community.

Orientation begins well
by Alvin McEwen
Staff Writer

Take a break
International students Judith Matosas and Michel Deoux,
who hail from Barcelona, enjoy a free moment between
classes in front of Thurmond.

Veteran students
on W.U. campus
add to diversity
by Denise Stubbs
News Writer

There is a group of students at Winthrop who have
experienced life before they
chose to attend college.
These students are different from others in that they
represent our country and have
pledged to protect it and to
uphold the Constitution.
There are 295 students at
Winthrop who are either veterans or are receiving veterans
benefits.
These students range in
age from 19 to the early 50s.
Most of these students are
veterans. Four are disabled,
four are National Guard and
Reservists, but most are at
Winthrop under the GI bill.
Tina Lowery, administrative specialist for records and
registration, said that she assists these students in any way

Orientation '94 is a success
so far, said Student Director
Buck Cooke.
"Any interest shown is a
good sign for the program," he
said.
Freshman orientation is a
program designed to get incoming freshmen prepared for
life on a college campus.
Freshmen come to Winthrop over the summer where
they take part in programs
where they learn how to blend
in and get adjusted to life at
Winthrop.

Annual medieval feast
to be held in McBryde

she can. She helps them out
with things such as registration, buying books at the bookstore and buying parking decals when the student is unable to be present.
Two veterans attending
Winthrop, Emory Fullington
and Dennis Hamilton, both
said that being in the service
benefited them.
Fullington said he thinks
he is more goal oriented now
and that he knows what he
needs and wants because being in the service before attending college helped him
grow up and find himself.
Hamilton said that being
in the service helped him "put
more zeal into my schoolwork."
"I know there is a reason
why I am in school," Hamilton
said. "I want to have a better
job than just flipping burgers
for the rest of my life."

Library will extend
hours during exams.
Wednesday, Dec. 8- Friday, Dec. 10.
8 a.m.- midnight
Saturday, Dec. 11
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 12
1 p.m.-midnight
Monday, Dec.13- Tuesday, Dec. 14
8 a.m.- midnight

Students interested in becoming members of the Orientation '94 team were required
to attend one of four information sessions. At these sessions,
theyfilledout applications and
were briefed about requirements.
Orientation assistants
must have already completed
12 hours at Winthrop and must
have a cumulative 2.3 grade
point average. They also must
be returning to Winthrop for at
least one more academic semester.
In addition, students must
obtain three written references.

by Denise Stubbs

News Writer
For the eighth year running, the music fraternity and
sorority, Phi Mu Alpha and
Delta Omi Crom, are attempting to recreate a medieval
Christmas feast. The feast,
which is to be held at 7 p.m. on
Dec. 3 and 4 in McBryde, is a
means by which the fraternity
and sorority are raising money
for music scholarships.
On Thurs., Dec. 2, an open
dress rehearsal will be held for
Winthrop students at the price
of $5 a ticket. Dinner will not
be served, but the other parts
of the program will be presented.

The tickets are $20 each
and are open for anyone to purchase. Because a meal is
served, howevar, tickets had to
be purchased by Nov. 29.
The program is approximately two and one-half hours
in length. A multi-course dinner is served and each course is
announced by fanfare. Music
is provided by the minstrels
and others who wander around
the room. Jesters and a tumbler will also be present.
After dinner, a flaming
plum pudding will be brought
out. After dessert, there will
be carol singing by the entire
group and then the closing ceremony w ill take place.

Recycle The Johnsonian
Indigo Moon
Relocated to
113 OaklandAve.
Beside College Shop
Great Gifts
Come Check Us Out
328-9003

Cooke said that eventually,
thefieldwill be narrowed down
to 30 people.
After which, said Cooke,
there will be an interview process.
He said 12 people will be
selected to work on the Orientation '94 team.
Cooke said students have
been showing that they are interested in working on the
team.
"Just the fact that we've
had one hundred and five
people come to the sessions tells
me that we will have a successful orientation," Cooke said.

Only 24
shopping days
left until
Christmas!

We're
Rolling
Out The
Green Carpet.

Turn your old
textbooks into
Instant Cash!
Make BIG MONEY on
reordered tides-and receive
national market value prices on
others. Why let your old
textbooks gather dust - when
they can gather MONEY.
Do it today - the Green Carpet
is rolling out
just for you!

WINTHROP
$ H
^

O

P P E

College & Myrtle

THE FIRST STOP TO INTELLIGENT
LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE!
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News briefs
Volunteers needed for income tax program
Rock Hill area volunteers are needed to help low-income,
elderly and handicapped taxpayers to prepare income tax
returns.
Volunteers will be trained by the Internal Revenue Service
and the South Carolina Department of Revenue and Taxation
to prepare basic tax returns as part of the Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance program.
VITA volunteers provide free assistance to taxpayers who
are unable to pay to have their returns prepared.
Free trainingby the IRS and S. C. Department of Revenue
and taxation is offered to volunteers who are willing to learn to
prepare short forms, 1040 A, 1040 EZ and the basic 1040 forms
with A and B schedules.
Volunteers are not considered professional tax preparers
and are not held legally responsible for the returns they
prepare.
For the convenience of taxpayers, VITA volunteers olTer
their services in local neighborhoods at shopping malls, schools,
libraries or other locations convenient to the public. Volun teers can choose whatever hours and dates they wish to work.
Individuals who are interested in working as VITA volunteers or who wish more information about the program should
call Jimmy Martin at 327-6404.

fte.SVHlNft;

December events at Winthrop
December begins with a calendar full of events at Winthrop. Among them are a special documentary on missionary
Bertha Smith and the annual performances by the association
of Ebonites.
On Thursday, Dec. 2, the Association of Ebonites gives its
annual Fall Concert in Tillman Auditorium at 8 p.m. The
Ebonites perform again Sunday, Dec. 4 in a program entitled
"Musical Tribute to Thomas Whitfield." That program begins
at 8 p.m., also in Tillman Auditorium.
The documentary, "Bertha Smith: Handmaiden of the
Lord," will be shown Friday, Dec. 3 at 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. in
Kinard 204 on the Winthrop campus. The45-minute documentary chronicles the life of Smith, a Winthrop graduate who
spent more than 40 years as a missionary in China. She has
become one of the great religiousfiguresin 20th century South
Carolina history.

ACLU speaker to discuss gender education
Steven J. Bates, executive director of the American Civil
Liberties Union Foundation of South Carolina, will speak at
Winthrop University Wednesday, Dec. 1 at 7:30 p.m. in 18
Kinard.
His talk is entitled "Gender Education: The Cases of
Winthrop University and the Citadel." Bates will discuss the
evolution of women's rights from 1974 to the present, using as
examples Winthrop, which after lengthy debate became coeducational in 1974 and the all-male Citadel, which is currently debating co-education.
This event is cosponsored by the Winthrop University
Archives and the Winthrop University Women's Studies Committee.

Discovery Place opens new exhibit
Blue Planet, a space film about Earth, opens at Discover?
Place in the Charlotte OMNIMAXTheatre on Dec. 4. This film
presented by Cablevision of Charlotte, gives audiences a view
of their global home that is as close to being in orbit with th«
astronauts as one can possibly get.
Astronauts, trained to operate the large format IMAX
cameras, brought back stunning images of the Earth in transition. Blue Planet explores the fragile balance of life on Earth
and the forces that work on it: storms, volcanoes, earthquakes
and humankind.
Audiences will see a living atlas as images that follow the
curvature of the Earth reveal the landforms we recognize from
our geography books. Traveling across the continents the
audience can see how different areas of Earth look from space:
deserts, rainforests, lakes, mountain ranges and huge craters
left by meteors.
Possibly a more powerful force than hurricanes, earth
quakes or volcanoes is the effects of humankind. The IMAX
camera shows us some of the damage our population is inflicting. Silt run-off and pollutiln of our rivers can be seen clearly
from space. At night, in space, we can see the lights of the cities,
proof that our population has spread to every corner of our
globe.
Call Discovery Place for show times and more information
at 1-800-935-0553.
Ifyou know of any newsworthy items for news briefs, call the
Johnsonian at 3419.

Annual exhibition in Rutledge
highlights works of faculty
Winthrop's annual Depart- to textiles for the last centuiy
Connell's latest work, related to
ment of Art and Design Fac- or more.
the Chinese potteiy of the 3rd
ulty Exhibition opening
Images include close-up of and 4th centuries B.C.
Thurs., Dec. 2 in historic mills, machinery and people
They are high-fired stoneRutledge Gallery on the Win- working in the textile industhrop campus highlights the try and are anywhere from 20 ware with a copper carbon trap
glaze
that has been sandblasted,
work of these teachers as art- by 24 inches to 24 by 100
connell was named one of the
ists.
inches.
nation's emerging ceramics talA colorful and textural dis• Alan Houston, who
play of a wide range of media teaches textile design, com- ents last year by "Ceramics
Monthly."
and techniques from many fac- puter aided design and inte•Mary Mintich, who has
ulty members are evidence of rior design, will be exhibiting
taught
sculpture at Winthrop
the significant contributions pieces that are products of comfor
20
years, plans to exhibit a
these teachers are making to puter generated paper weavseven-floor geometric sculpture
their disciplines.
ing and largefiberworks. The made of carbon steel, bronze
The annual event offers inspiration for the fiber
both students and the public pieces—a photograph of a sea- and oxidized bronze.
Mary's
commissioned
the opportunity to see what scape.
works appear in the Capital
these artists/teachers do proHouston said much of his Center in Raleigh, N.C. and the
fessionally.
recent work has been influBelow is a sampling of the enced by AIDS awareness. His Water Works Visual Art Center
in Salisbury, N.C.
variety of faculty work on ex- art has helped him cope with
Attend a reception on
hibit.
the deaths of two close opening day, Dec. 2 from 6:30• Phil Moody, photogra- friends who were victims of
8:30
p.m.
A gallery Walk
phy instructor, has put to- AIDS.
Through for this special event
gether a series of photos name
•Jim Connell, who teaches is scheduled for Jan. 25 at 1
"Textile To wns" for the exhibit. ceramics, will be exhibiting
The collection examines the two ceramic tripod vessels. p.m. Both events are free and
identity of small town devoted The pieces represent some of open to the public. The exhibit
runs through Feb. 4.

Fantastic Early Bird Specials!
•Prepaid Frame Orders

20%
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'Select Frames

50%
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-Select Art Supplies

50%
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Hurry! Sale Ends 12-23-93

Martin Art & Frame Shop

'017 Oakland Ave
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Open: M-F 8:30-5:30
S 8:30-1
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STEPSHOW

Continued from pg. 1

Stepping also gives some
of the Greeks a chance to get a
certain message to the community.
"We keep our heads up
during most of our step routines to give out a message of
pride in our organization and
our heritage," Simon said. "It's
not about being conceited as
most people think—having
pride is the actual message
we want to give to the community."
Most stepping routines
are unique to the organization performing.
Craig Rivers, a member
of the Omega Psi Phi fraternity, feels that his organization is different because of its

spontaneity.
"Omega is basically known
for its hard stepping," Rivers
said. "No dancing, no music and
no special outfits. Just jeans
and boots, and we do it. Ourfrat
has been known to perform on
the spot."
Black Greek organizations
step with the hopes of having
some kind of effect on the spectators.
"Most people who have never
seen a stepshow before are impressed, " Thompson said. "It
kind of cultures them by seeing
a part of the African heritage.
Hopefully it encourages spectators to become members of a
Greek organization."
From a spectator's view, it

CHRISTMAS—

Continued from pg. 1
will "house hop," swapping
gifts and opening them at her
nearby family's houses.
Freshman
Todd
McKeehan saidhe thinks most
of his family will receive gifts
from him.
"My parents buy my gifts
and I just put my name on
them." he said.
Although this season is
usually viewed from a merry
standpoint, some students
rated Christmas shoppinglow
on their Christmas lists.
"I hate to shop and I especially hate Christmas shopping," freshman Calandra
Jackson said. "The lines are

seems that stepshows are very
successful in all of their endeavors.
"Whenever I see an organization step, the sense of
pride exemplified amongst its
members is almost tangible,"
La'Shonda White, a Speech
Pathology major, said.
Marie Adams, a Fashion
Merchandising major, said
that she goes to the stepshows
because each group has a
unique stepping pattern.
Stepping is part of the
African-American heritage.
"When Delta SigmaTheta
performs, hopefully the audience sees the time and effort it
takes to put a show together—
It's hard work," Murray said.

STRESS

too long and if you go to Wal-Mar
t you're going to be there all
day so you might as well make a
day of it."
Junior Shawn Coulter said
Christmas shopping was a little
overblown.
"Christmas is the day of the
birth of Christ and it should be
celebrated like Easter, in the
church," he said. "Some people
get just too many gifts."
Whether Christmas shopping is enjoyed or not, this
season remains the busiest
shopping time of the year and
the most profitable for merchants
and has become a part ofAmerican Christmastime traditions.

Continued from pg. 1
taking a walk or calling a
friend as ways to escape.
Students suggest leaving
campus, hanging out with
friends, watching a movie,
shopping, being alone, driving a car to nowhere in particular and going to a party to
escape the stress of exams.

Got a news
tip? Call the
Johnsonian
at 3419.

Police Beat
o J.^S 7 afpr0{lch "nether holiday season, the Department of
Public Safety would like to take this opportunity to remind
j softhe Winthrop community ofa few simple things you
cando to decrease the chances ofyour becoming a crime statistic
and hopefully to help make your holidays safer and happier.

Stolen gifts often occur from holiday shoppers who leave
their gifts visible in cars. Lock things in the trunk.
Employ common sense and awareness in you day to dav
3
activities.
Always hold your purse close, not dangling. Never put it
down in the library, cafeteria, etc.
Strangers entering your room or office when unoccupied
may be there for criminal activity. Lock your doors when you
leave. Report suspicious activity to campus police.
Offers of merchandise at ridiculously low prices can alert
citizens to the possibility of stolen property.
Never leave your wallet, pocketbook or other valuables
unattended in an unlocked office or laboratory.
Saving store receipts will allow you to check the accuracy
of credit card billings and other purchases at a later date
Giving is the spirit of the holidays. Make sure you do not
unintentionally give a gift to a thief.
Record the description of suspicious persons. Immediately
report them to public safety.
Everyone is looking for a holiday bargain. Do no be a
holiday bargain for a thief.
Escape is the primary objective if you become involved in
a dangerous situation. Do not attempt a physical confrontation
it escape is possible.
Telephone ext. 3333 for any emergency on campus.
Ifyou plan to be away from your home or rented apartment
over the holidays, notify the Rock Hill Police.
Notify Public Safety at once if you are the victim of a crime
or if you witness one.
General questions about services offered by the Department of Public Safety can be directed to ext. 2201 or 2202.
Secure your office, residence hall room or apartment before
leaving for an extended holiday vacation. This will insure a
higher degree of a crime prevention protection and will help the
Department of Public Safety assist you in having a happy
J
holiday.

Soj()u'rein cljeisperate need of a computer
butyoure totally broke until after the new year.
Happy Holidays.

Introducing the new Apple Computer Loan.
Now qualified applicants can get any select Macintosh
or BwerBookwith no paymentsfor90 dara

Now, you can take home some of our most popular Macintosh" andtime, seven incredibly useful software programs will be included all for
PowerBook* models with no money down and no payments for 90 days
one low price. So, celebrate this season with a brand-new Macintosh or
(You could qualify with a phone call, but must apply by January 28,
PowerBook computer. It does more. It costs less. It's that simple
1994.) Itfc all part of the new Apple Computer Loan. And, for a limited ^ _ _ _ _; _The
_ _Ne_w_Appl
_ e_ Computer Loan
«.

For more information visit your Campus Computer Information Center.
To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products and financing,

CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40.
©1993 Apple Computer, Mc All rtf* mmvl Apple, IbeApplelago, .Stating andPouerBook or, rrgtiemitodema* of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Give unto others
this holiday season
The holiday season is upon us and it is difficult to steer the
focus from the receiving end of the deal.
We make our Christmas lists with joy and anticipation of
what we will receive. We awaken each Christmas morning
eager to see which of those brightly wrapped boxes under the
tree are for us.
Some, however, do not know what it is like to have
Christmas. They do not know what it is like to have a
Christmas tree dscorated with lights, brightly colored balls,
ribbon and tinsel. They cannot roast their chestnuts by a fire.
They do not have a home to return to for the holidays.
The underprivileged receive so little over the year. Why
not give something of yourself for them. They truly appreciate
all that is given to them, probably more than we ever will.
Giving of yourself is easy this time of year. Collectors for
The Salvation Army are seen at almost every shopping mall
and on many a street corner. A few coins in their pots will not
be missed by you, but will help feed or clothe another.
Christmas drives such as the national Toys for Tots or the
local Rock Hill Empty Stocking Fund are also easy ways to
help another and spread the Christmas spirit.
Image the joy a poverty stricken child experiences when
they receive that brand new dolly or that shiny new toy car on
Christmas morning. This joy is the true Christmas spirit. Their
joy should bring you to those who gave, thus we should be
happy and eager to give when we have so much.
One person alone cannot change the holidays for everyone. But if we all give a little of ourselves we can make a
difference for others.

Editor's note
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Letters to the editor

Athletics should not take
precedence over academics

Dear Editor,
As a college student in
The last issue of The Johnsonian this semester will be 1993, I have always felt that
Dec. 8. Please keep this date in mind when submitting the horror stories of athletics
overshado wi ng academia were
material.
The staff has had a productive semester and looks based on a mentality which
faded with the passing of the
forward to next semester. Happy Holdiays.
1980s.
Universities today spend
THE!
so much time stressing that
academics are their primary
goal that I rarely consider it
possible for them to develop an
Editor
atmosphere of the inappropriJessica D. Brown
ate overimportance of athletics.
Business Managgr
Chief Photographer
News Editor
The Johnsonian's front
Elliott Arnold
Robert Ouzts
Janet A. Brindle
page headline Nov. 17 read
Entertainment
Editor
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Editor
Sports Editor
"WinthropUniversity athletes
Byron Putman
Lee Belcher
Available
make the grade," and I would
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Signed columns and cartoons reflect the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the
views of The Johnsonian staff.
The Johnsonian welcomes letters to the editor concerning any topic. Winthrop-related or not. Letters
must be received by noon Friday before publication. The editorial staff reserves therightto edit letters
Letters longer than one double-spaced typewritten page may not be printed. All letters must be typed for
clarity, and include the author's name, signature and phone number. The Johnsonian has the right to
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not doubt it. Athletes are students like any other ... they
work hard just like the rest of
us.
What I do doubt is that all
of Winthrop and Winthrop's
coaches really care.
Daneen Graham—a math
major, excellent student and
Winthrop golf team member—
has fallen victim to what I
would consider an ancient and
outdated attitude on athletics.
Daneen has participated in
every game and tournament
that the Winthrop golf team
has participated in since she
joined.
Last week, Daneen had five
tests within seven days and so

decided that she would have
to miss a meet in order to properly prepare for these tests.
Her coach then kicked her off
the team. If she were not
graduating in the spring, this
would have caused her to lose
her scholarship.
This is unacceptable. If we
are truly a 1990s academic
school, how can we allow something this profoundly disgusting to occur?
I am not the only person
who feels this way. This is the
kind of pathetic melodrama
that we see in After-School
Specials that should be corrected.
Paul Weigand

Carjacking has
Kenney
occured on campus thanks
students

Dear Editor,
I wish to correct a statement that was made in the
caijacking article'iri the Nov.
17 edition of The Johnsonian.
The Assistant Director of
the Department of Public
Safety, Lee R. Couick, stated,
"Fortunately, there has been
no caijacking on the Winthrop
campus."
Unfortunately, he was

wrong. Carjacking has occurred on the Winthrop campus and could very well happen again.
My car was stolen two years
ago at gunpoint with a friend
and I in it. This incident took
place in a campus parking lot.
Although serious crime at
Winthrop is rare, Winthrop is
not immune to it.
Kathy Kelly

Dear Editor,
I would like to thank all of
the students who attended our
exhibition game on Nov. 22.
The student section of the coliseum was buzzing with enthusiasm and our players, coaches
and staff appreciate the support.
I encourage everyone to
attend our home games all season long. I hope to see another
Letter policy
excited student section on Dec.
The Johnsonian welcomes letters to the editor on a variety of 4 when we host Central Florida.
topics. We ask that all letters be no longer than one double-spaced,
Go Eagles!
type-writton page. Name and phone number must be on the letter.
Dan Kenney
However, we may withold nems if necessary.
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Announcing...

This column is for the use of the entire Winthrop community in making announcements. This is a free service to all, but some restrictions on content w
The serving of alcohol will not be announced in conjunction with any event in any manner. Announcements are due in The Johnsonian office by noon
publication. The announcement should include the name and phone of a contact person. The Johnsonian staff reserves the right to not print announcem
felt to be inappropriate and to place announcements as it deems appropriate. Announcements may be edited for space. All announcements should be ty
legible if hand-written. We reserve the right to edit announcements.

Club News
•Students who are current recipients of Financial
Aid should expect to receive
the new Renewal Application
for the 1994-95 term. It looks
like a SAR and will be sent to
the student's permanent address by late November or December. Students should follow all directions carefully and
submit the Renewal Application after Jan. 1—not before.
For more information stop by
the Financial Resource Center.
•Students are encouraged to stop by the Financial
Resource Center and pick up
information and an application for the Datatel Scholarship. The Datatel Scholarship
is open to full-time or parttime graduate and undergraduate students. Scholarships range from $500 to
$1,500. Applications and support materials must be completed and returned to the
Financial Resource Center by
Feb. 11, 1994.
•The Department ofResidence Life is accepting applications for the position of residence hall security assistant.
Hours are 11:30 p.m. - 7:30
a.m.. Must be 21 or older to
apply. Pick up applications
from the Department of Residence Life, 233 Dinkins. For
more information contact
Melanie Jackson Ford at ext.
4527.
•The Department ofResidence Life is now accepting
applications for spring semester resident assistant openings. Students must have
lived in the residence halls for
atleastone semester andhave
a cumulative GPR of 2.2. Applications may be picked up
from the Department of
Resdidence Life, 233 Dinkins.

•Model League of Arab
States members—don't forget
our meetings on Tuesday evenings at 9 p.m. in the conference room, third floor Bancroft.
Have read and be prepared to
discuss the readings.
•Alpha Lambda Delta
members — be watching your
mailboxes for announcements
regarding upcoming meetings,
service projects and social
events. Call Jay Karen at 4497
for more information.
•Get involved at Winthrop
by learning about and taking
action against issues such as
hunger and homelessness. Action for Food meets every Monday at 12:30 p.m. for lunch and
business. We will be involved
with projects such as the Crop
Walk, Home-Sweet-Homeless
IV and Oxfam Fast. If interested, please call Jay Karen at
4497 or Heather Heusinger at
3203.
•Soliciting donations for
rummage sale sponsored by
NOW. If you have any donations call Jenn at ext. 3536.
Rummage sale will be on Dec.
4 on the porch of Dinkins. All
are welcome.

Fellowship
Opportunities
•Fellowship of Christian
Athletes meets every Wednesday at 9:19 p.m. in Peabody's
lower gym. Fun, food, fellowship.
• Reformed University Fellowship meets every Tuesday
at 8 p.m. in the Dinkins Auditorium. This is a non-denominational campus ministry. All
students are invited to attend.
•Come join us for Bible
study and fellowship at the
Baptist Student Center every
Thursday night at 8 p.m.

We're located on Oakland
Avenue, right across from the
President's House.
We also provide great dinners on Tuesday nights at 5:30
p.m. for $2.50. Our theme this
year is "Meeting students at
the point of their need." Get
involved.
•Lutheran/Episcopal
Campus Ministry Club 527
(Luke 5:27 "Follow Me") Meets
every Sunday evening at 5:27
p.m. at Grace Lutheran
Church in the kitchen for
Christ-centered fun food,
feasting, frivolity and fellowship, concluding with music,
devotions and worship which
are predominately student
lead.
Bible study meets every
Thursdayfrom 12:30-l:30p.m.
(atthe same location)for small
group informational Bible
study, looking at what God says
about current issues and needs
of those on campus and in our
world. Lunch is provided. August-May.
•WESLEY/ NEWMAN/
WESTMINSTER has a reputation of being a place where
we really care for one another
and those around us. This
group of Presbyterians (USA),
United Methodists and Roman
Catholics invite you to share
worship and prayer, fellowship
an meals, and explore social
issues as we grow together in
our understanding of each
other, the world and its people.
W/N/W meets each Wednesday at5:30 p.m.f>r supperand
a program atThe Wesley Foundation, 406 Stewart Ave.

•Exam baskets have arrived! If you receive a notice
saying that a basket of "goodies" is available for you, then
come by the RSA office in 143
W. Thomson. Please bringyour
student ID in order to receive a
basket. You can only come during the day and times listed
below. Ifyou cannot make it on
the day assigned, call Charles
Cauley at ext. 3591 or the RSA
office at ext. 3508.
Times for pick-up are 9 a.m.
- 5 p.m. everyday except
Wednesday, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Thurs., Dec. 2 — Richardson / Thomson
Fri., Dec. 3 — Margaret
Greek News
Nance / Winthrop Lodge
•The sisters of Zeta Tau
Mon., Dec. 6 — Wofford /
Alpha would like to announce Roddey Apartments
the results of our officer elecTues., Dec. 7 — Phelps /
tions:
Lee Wicker
President,
Miranda
Wed., Dec. 8 — Everyone
Helterman; First Vice Presi- else (open day)

Sex, violence on the air

TV is scapegoat for declining values
Recently, a television
show on ABC called"N.Y.P.D.
Blue" came under a lot of flack
from individuals who called it
too racy. They were referring
to several scenes of sexual intercourse. I saw one person
on a news program call it "an
example of how this country's
morals are cheapening
Iflippedthe channel and
saw the show "A Current Affair" do another "special edition" on the Michael Jackson
controversy.
Iflippedanother channel
and saw another tabloid news
show doing a story on "Barneybashing."
I went down to a local
video store and was amazed
at all of the horror movies so
prominently displayed. Imag-

Guest Columnist
ine learning over 1000 different ways to slice, dice and dismember people. Interestingly
enough, in this same video
store, the "adult" tapes are displayed discreetly so that children cannot see them.
Isn't it amazing how we all
get spooked about sex, but we
can't get alarmed about violence and nonsr . issues on
television.
We say it is shameful that
the press hounds celebrities
like Michael Jackson, but we
still watch. We say there is too
much violence on television, but
we then slip in a video tape of

dent, Stephanie Hill; Second
Vice President, Nell Edge; Secretary, Kimberly Mikell; Historian, Julie Kondra; Membership, Aubrey Cohen; Treasurer,
Heather Cromer and Ritual,
Janet Carroll.
Congratulations, girls! And
thank you to our 1992-93 executive council for doing a great
job.
•The sisters of Chi Omega
would like to congratulate their
newly elected 1994 executive
board:
President, Rebecca Jackson; Vice President, Danielle
Morrison; Secretary, Amy Gregory; Treasurer, Lisa Cecil;
Personnel, Kim Grooms;
Pledge trainer, Tracey
Marshall; Panhellenic, Amy
Dougherty; Rush chair, Lalee
Holliday and House manager,
Allison Brazell.
We're proud ofyou and love
you all!

Arnold Sw arzeneggar blowing
people to kingdom come. Kind
of a double standard, don't you
think?
This society is schizophrenic. We don't know what
we want. We like the cheap
shots and the low blows. We
like the sound bites that politicians make, but, psychologically, we feel guilty about it.
Therefore we complain.
If the contradictory components of this society were in
one person, he would most
likely be committed. However,
what madhouse is big enough
to hold the human race?
To
paraphrase
Shakespeare, the problem is
not our stars, nor our television sets, not our movies theaters, but ourselves.

The video library will be
open duringexam basket pickup hours.
•RSA meets every Monday night at 9:45 p.m. in Kinard 204.
•The RSA video library is
open. The hours of operation
are Friday, Saturday and
Sunday from noon - 5 p.m.
It is located in 143 West
Thomson. The phone is ext.
3508.

Student
Publications
•The Student Publications Office is located in the
basementof Bancroft Hall and
houses The Johnsonian, The
Tatler, The Anthology andThe
Roddey McMillan Record.
Phone ext. 3419 for The
Johnsonian, The Anthology or
the Roddey-McMillan Record
and ext. 3418 for The Tatler.
•The Johnsonian holds
staff meetings every Sunday
at 10 p.m. Anyone interested
in working on staff should
attend this meeting in the Student Publications Office.
The first meeting of the
spring semester will be held
Sun., Jan. 9.
•The Roddey-McMillan
Record holds staff meetings
every Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.
•The Anthology is accepting submissions of poetry, fiction, essays, drama, line art
and photography.
First Deadline is Dec 8.
Final deadline is January 14.
Turn submissions in to
our office in the Student Publications office, send them to
WPO 6875 or call ext. 3577 for
more information. (Limit
three per name.)
•The Tatler has some extra copies of the '92-'93 yearbook. Come by and pick one
up today. We are also taking
orders for the '93-'94 yearbook.

More letters to the editor
Lodge conditions ignored
Dear Editor,
I would like to bring something to everyone's attention.
The Winthrop Lodge. I thought
everyone knew about it. The
pigeons know about it. Their
waste has been sitting next to
the door at the cafe all semester — two large piles of it.
The trees recognize the
Lodge, too. They sprinkle their
leaves all about the parking

lot, and every time I open my
doer they decorate my floor. I
would not mind so much if we
had a vaxuum that was capable of sucking those colorful
leaves up.
Mother Nature recognizes
all of the campus! Why doesn't
maintenance and residence life,
too? This letter should not be
necessary.
Thomas Higginbotham

Professor: thanks for cards

I am writing to thank publicly the many students whose
cards, messages and concern
have helped me get through
the difficult weeks following
my automobile accident. I was
both moved and invigorated to
hear from so many students
and their support has facilitated my recovery.
I am doing well and anticipate returning to Winthrop at

the start of spring semester. I
hope at that time tofinda way
to express in person my thanks
to as many students as possible.
Until then, my continued
thanks and best wishes for a
successful end to the semsster
an dhappy holiday season.
Gratefully,
Stephen S. Smith
Assistant Professor

Fine Arts
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'Nutbacker'
adaptation
of old favorite
Winthrop Dance Theatre's
holiday entertainment offering gives an old favorite, "The
Nutcracker," a new twist.
"The Nutbacker," (yes,
with a "B") was written and
choreographed by assistant
professor of dance Sandra
Neels and is set in New York
City.
The central character,
Drosselmeyer, is a talent agent
for misfits (hence comes the
"backer).
His daughter Clara is a
runaway, and his son, Fritz, is
a Hell's Angel.
The Sugar Plum Fairy becomes the Sugar Bum Lady,
the Waltz of the Flowers is the
Waltz of the Cowards in this
satirical production.
The combination of characters and setting produces a
story that addresses the subject of dysfunction in society,
and incorporates societal problems such as homelessness.
Photo by Rob Ouzts
Performances are Dec. 1-4
Tk
at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theatre.
- M E S S R S
Tickets are $2.50 with I.D.

Students rehearse for the upcoming Winthrop Dance Theatre Production -TH*
Saturday" ^

Sandra

Neels of the classic

-rZ

MYCO features Vernon Grant's Santas
Other works of Snap! Crackle! Pop! creator on display at museum
Come to the Museum of
York County and get in the
Christmas spirit! The annual
exhibitofVernon GrantSantas
will be exhibited through Jan.
2 and is complete with a sleigh
and Christmas tree.
Painting likenesses of
Santa date back to Grant's
childhood in South Dakota.
Grant drew his veryfirstSan ta
at the age of eight. His teacher
and cousin, Nellie Grant, gave
her class a picture of Santa
Claus to draw from a Primary
•Reader- While his classmates
traced or copied the picture,
Grant drew his own.
Little did Nellie Grant realize that her classroom assignments 1910 would launch
her young student into a phenomenal career in commercial

art.

In the early 1930s, Grant's
Santa Claus portraits came
into national prominence. In
1932, he landed an assignment
that was the dream of every
artist. One of this Santa illustration s appeared on the
Christmas cover of Ladies
During the thirties and forties, his Santa images became
among the most popular in
America. Grant's prolific
Christmas art reached its
height in December of 1946,
when four of his illustrations
graced the covers of four national magazines. Altogether,
more than 100 of his Santa
illustrations have been published nationally on Christmas
cards, magazine covers, orna-

Poetry contest
offers cash prizes
$12,000 available for awards
OWINGS MILLS, MD —
The National Library of Poetry has announced that
$12,000 in prizes will be
awarded this year to over 25(L
poets in the North Americah
Open Poetry Contest.
The deadline for the contest is Dec. 31. The contest is
open to everyone is the entry
free.
Any poet, whether previously published or not, can be
a winner. Eveiy poem entered
also has a chance to be pub-

lished in a deluxe, hardbound
anthology.
To enter, send one original poem, any subject and
any style, to the National Library of Poetry, 11419
Cronridge Dr., PO Box 704ZT, Owings Mills, MD 21117.
The poem should be no
more than 20 lines and the
poet's name and address
should appear on the top of
the page. Entries must be
postmarked by Dec. 31. A r.ew
contest opens Jan. 1.

ments and advertisements.
Buying reproductions from
Vernon Grant's delightful illustrations is a tradition for
many people. The Museum has
made Vernon Grant Christmas
cards available to the public
for 15 years. "Mommy Kissing
Santa Claus" the 1993 Christmas card is now available at
the Museum of York County.
Forty years ago, "I Saw
Mommy Kissing^anta Claus"
first appeared on the Christmas music charts. This popular solid gold Christmas single
was recorded by 12-year-old
Jimmy Boyd in 1953, about the
same time that Vernon Grant
created his whimsical, visual
portrayal of "Mommy Kissing
Santa Claus." Did this Christmas hit bring Grant's inspira-

On exhibit at
State Museum

The following nature exhibits are scheduled for the
tion? Perhaps.
South Carolina State MuThe seventh annual lim- seum during the next sevited edition ornament, "Break- eral months:
fast with Santa," is now available in the Museum store. This NatureSpace
ornament, the second in the
Hands-on activities reSanta's Helpers series, is de- lated to natural history insigned from Grant's personal cluding handling fossils and
Christmas card sent to family using a microscope, are ofand friends in 1971.
fered.
"Breakfast with Santa"
depicts Santa with one of Near NatureSpace
Grant's famous gnomes feastDINOSAURS! A special
ing on large stacks of pancakes. on-going mini-exhibit feaThe image was selected to coin- tures the only dinosaur foscide with this year's 60th anni- sils discovered in South Caroversary of Grant's creation of lina. Included are two teeth
Snap! Crackle! and Pop!
of a hadrosaurian dinosaur,
The ornament continues a duck-billed, plant-eating
Vernon Grant's timeless illus- creature. The teeth, found in
trative magic of providing a 1987 in Kingstree, were the
memorable holiday Santa for Palmetto State's first fossil
the young and young-at-heart. evidence of dinosaurs.

BMI sponsors composing competition

Young composers
encouraged to enter
original musical works

NEW YORK — The 42nd
annual BMI Student Composer
Awards Competition will
award $16,000 to young composers, BMI's President and
CEO Frances W. Preston announced.
™ She
i, A added that the
- , , c postmark deadline for entering the
1994 competition^ which is cosponsored by the BMI Foundation, will be Fri., Feb. 11,1994.
A special award, the
Boudleaux Bryant Prize, will
be given for the first time in
1994 to the "most outstanding"
work in the competition scored

for solo violin, violin and one or
two other instruments, or violin and electronic tape. This
prize is made possible by funds
donated to the BMI Foundation in memory of the late
Boudleaux Bryant, who began
his career as a concert violinist
and, together with his wife
Felice, formed one of America's
most successful songwriting
teams.
The BMI Student Composer Awards
Awaras were established
in 1951 to encourage young
composers in the creation of
concert music, and, through
cash prizes, to aid i continuing
their musical education.
There are no limitations as
to instrumentation, style or
length of work submitted. The
prizes, which range from $500

to $3,000, are awarded at the
discretion of the final judging
panel.
To date, 388 student composers ranging in age from
eight to 25 have received BMI
awards and nine winners have
gone on to win the coveted
Pulitzer Prize in Music.
The 1994 competition is
open to students who are citizens of the Western Hemisphere who are under 26 years
of age on Dec. 31. Compositions are judged completely
under pseudonyms.
Official rules and entry
blanks are available from
Ralph N. Jackson, director of
BMI Student Composer
Awards, 320 West 57th St.,
New York, NY 10019.
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Please be a responsible drinker this holiday season.

Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 13, 1989 at 8:25 pm.
Next time yourfriendinsists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to stop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
US. Department ol Transportation

'Entertainment
n
Body Piercing: fro ^%
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Photo by Amy Powell

Navels aren't excluded from the current piercing craze that can be seen on campus.

by Lee Belcher
Entertainment Editor
What causes anyone to want
a small sharp metal object forced
through anypart of their body?
Is it the thrill of the sudden
snap of the piercing gun.
Or could it be just the need to
expand one's idea of what is acceptable.
"I'm kind of addicted," sophomore Michael Verner said.
Verner, who has 11 different
parts of his body pierced from his
navel to eyebrow at different
times, said he likes the reaction
he gets from people when they
see him.
"I like watching people freak
out when they see me," Verner
said. "I think it's kind of funny to
see people's reactions."
The main reason Verner likes
having multiple piercings is a
need for individuality.
"I like the idea of being different," Verner said.
Body piercing has become a
reoccurring trend in our pop culture, but it goes much farther
than its recent popularity.
The act of body piercing and
even tattoos can be traced back
to primitive man.
In some countries, body
piercing is still considered a rite
of manhood.
Most of the individuals who
had any sort of body piercing
were leaders of the tribe or were
considered to be an elder in the
tribe.
Even some religions see piercing oneself as a devotion to their
god or gods in ceremonies.
Now body piercing can seen
in every type of social class today.
The trend has even been
documented in the book "The
Modern Primitives," which is considered to be the Bible for body
piercers.
The two biggest questions
that come to people's minds are
"Did it hurt" or "Why did you do
that to yourself?"
Verner answers both questions best by saying, "Because I
like it."
Abigproblem for anyone that

Photo by Amy Powell

Michael Verner displays his
multiple piercings.
wants to get pierced is where
to get it done.
There are not many establishments in the Rock Hill
area that cater to piercing
anything but the ear.
The closest place to get
your navel, nose or even
nipple pierced is at Superior
Feet Play House in Charlotte.
They have an in store
body piercer who will basically fulfill any request that
you have.
It'sbest though to call and
make an appointment first
before riding up there.
Some people find a professional body piercer a waste
oftime and money, when they
can endure a few moments of
pain to get the same results
cheaper and quicker.
The only problem is a
higher rate of infection.
Due to the unsanitary
jewelry or even the wrongjewelry.
There are certain kinds
of jewelry that can carry less
risk for infection during the
healing process.
There are a lot of decisions involved in piercing.
Whatever conclusion you
come to in wanting to get your
body pierced a professional is
usually your safest bet.

'Judgment Night' CD offers little variety
by Kaetrena Davis
Entertainment Writer
Okay...It's go-, no it's bawell, what is it?
I don't know how the movie
"Judgement Night" did at the
box office, but the soundtrack
is going down!
All ofthe songs on the track
are collaborations with rock
bands and rap groups.
While the concept is brilliant, the reality of it all is
disappointing.
There are some good songs,
though.
The intro, "Just Another
Victim," by Helmet rnd House

of Pain pretty much opens the
whole soundtrack on a good,
although unintelligible note.
House of Pain's rap episode doesn't come until the end,
and they take off and run with
the whole song, saving it in the
process.
"Another Body Murdered"
by Faith No More and The
BOO-YAA Tribe is worth a
slightly more than honorable
mention.
The BOO-YAA's know
what they want the listener to
do-"...bang yo' head to this..."
If some songs deserve peanut butter and Ritz, then these

don't even get week-old dry crophone" by Living Color and
saltines that have been left Run DMC is reminiscent of "My
open on the top of a refrigera- Adidas," an old tune by the lattor.
ter. New material, please-rehash
"Fallinm by Teenage Fan your glory days in private.
Club and De La Soul was in
"Disorder^ by Slayer and Iat
the running for being a good is another attempt at originality.
song.
But alas!
The drums remind me of that
It had a stupid entry, but
the somewhat meaningful song "Born to be Wild."
body was helping out.
This whole song sounds like
But nooooo!
an aspiring rock group practicThe song just had to di- ing in a garage.
gress and regress into an igFinally, "Freak Momma" by
norant chant of "look at dat Mudhoney and Sir Mix-A-Lot.
girl wit' them Dazey Dukes
It's " Baby Got Back" II with
guitar riffs instead of sampling.
on."
"Me, Myself and M- Mi- j ,', , . .Other
. . . . collaborations
........ on this

tape include Sonic Youth and
Cypress Hill, Dinosaur Jr. and
Del The Funky Homosapiens,
Therapy and Fatal, Biohazard and Onyx and Pearl Jam
and Cypress Hill.
No, Eddie is not singing
on this one, guys.
This track is very satirical.
It has the potential to be
taken as an informed source
of what's really going on in
the "down side" of today's society.
Only thing is, you can't
understand what they're saying-literally.
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Local Bands —
Need exposure?
Call 323-3419
or write to:
Entertainment Editor
The Johnsonian
P.O. Box 6800
Winthrop University
Rock Hill, S.C. 29733

your food dollar.
At Pizza Inn's all you can eat buffet, you can always
go back for more dellcous pizza, pasta, salad,
garlic bread and dessert, all for one low price.

Debra Bagwell, Dave Yonley, Johnny Carlisle, David Shaw and Mark Sheltonare Folk LlkeUs"

Quintet brings acoustic show

Lunch $ 3 "
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. everyday

Folks Like Us features Christmas tunes
by Yolanda S. Brown
Entertainment Writer
They have appeared under
tents at outdoor festivals, on
concert stages and also
children's shows.
They are full of energy and
enthusiasm that only an acoustic Denton-based quintet can
bring.
Winthrop will be featuring
the one and only Folk Like
Us.Folk Like Us is a performing group that has bringing life
to northern Texas with their
fresh mix of everything ranging from Irish jigs to bluegrass
to ragtime.
The group is also a talented
one with instruments coming
from a wide rage.
Their members include

Wanted:
Entertainment
Writers
Meetings are held
every Sunday at 10
p.m. in the Student
Publications Office.
Executive Services
Resumes; Cover Letters
Term Papers, Full
Briefings and
•Laser Printing
•Type Setting
Call 325-1522 for
Appointment

Debra Bragwell, one of the they were able to attend a
original members of Folk Like Young Audiences performance
Us, who plays the flute and of'Folk Like Us.'
piccolo; Dave Yonley, who plays
They paid attention to the
the fiddle, drums and the pi- entire program which is highly
ano; Johnny Carlisle, who unusual. They were also able
plays the cello and the guitar; to follow directions, fit in and
David Shaw, who plays the be a part of the excitement.
acoustic and electric basses, Thank you for the good job you
and also the double bass viol; do."
and last but certainly not least'
Not only does the group
the leader and founder of Folk have musical talent, they also
Like Us, Mark Shelton.
provide a highly energized show
The group had the honor of with humor.
being the top booked act with
The group has two CD reYoung Audiences of Greater cordings out under North Star
Dallas.
Records of Providence, Rhode
One special education Island.
teacher wrote Young AudiThe group will be in
ences and said, "Although my Tillman Auditorium at 8 p.m.
students have various physi- on Dec. 3.
cal and mental disabilities,
There is no charge.

MALLARD
IhuZl/a&M.
Making a pledge
paddle?
We've got the supplies
you need!
•Sandpaper
'Artists brushes
'Craft paint

Mallard Hardware

59

Dinner$4

5-9 p.m. Sunday, Monday and Tuesday

Cherry Road

366-3149

0
Ring Sidng
. p&ri Restringing
• Remounting
• Appraisals
• Chabi Sokivring • Watch Batteries

Ovid's
Jewelry 1R.epa.iv
1043 Charlotte Ava.
327-7161

GREAT GIFTS
FOR UNDER $10.00!
SURPRISED? YOU'LL BE PLEASED!
FAKE A BREAK FROM STUDIES-RELAX AS YOU
SHOP IN OUR FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE.
(logo)
WE SHIP UPS
WE GIFT WRAP
WE DO MADE TO
ORDER GIFT BASKETS

M-F9-8
SAT 9 - 6 .
328-3141
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Eagles find problems
in preseason opener
Winthrop falls to Charlotte A A U 102-88
by Byron Putman
Sports Editor
The Winthrop Eagles'
Men's Basketball team opened
the basketball season with a
disappointing loss to the Charlotte AAU team, 102-88.
The loss made the team
realize there are a few things
they need to work on before the
regular season begins.
The Eagles were outmanned at the post positions
throughout the game, being
outrebounded by Charlotte
AAU 44-28, which was the key
in the Eagles' loss.
Charlotte got a strong performance from former Eagle
standout Mark Hailey.
Hailey scored nine points
and grabbed 10 rebounds for
the Charlotte Rebels.
Entering the 1993-94 season, the Eagles knew the departure of seniors Hailey and
Eddie Gay would mean that

the front court was going to be Eagles in scoring, pouring in
lacking depth and experience 20 points and grabbing nine
with only Melvin Branham re- boards.
turning with true post playing
Shaun Coulter help
experience.
Wilkins pace Winthrop's attack
"The two big things that by scoring 19 points, whilejunconcern me are when we have ior DavidMcMahan,atransfer
to play half court defense and from Gardner-Webb, added 17.
when we have to run our half
Kenney said," We shot the
court offense. We are not doing ball exceptionally wellfromthe
those things very well," Coach three-point line the whole
Dan Kenney said.
night, especially in the first
"As a running team, we've half. But I think we learned
got to have it as part of our that the defensive side of the
arsenal. We are going to con- ball is going to be important."
tinue to run, but we've got to
If the Eagles are going to
make those adjustments when challenge for the Big South
the time comes," he said.
Conference Championship and
However, there was a gain a bid to the NCAA tournabright spot for the Eagles Mon- ment, the post players will have
day night.
to pick up their game now or
The back court played ex- the back court will have to carry
tremely well, keeping Win- the team.
throp in the game scoring 80 of
The Eagles will open their
the team's 88 points.
regular season athomeonDec.
Senior Carlo Wilkins got 4 at 8:30 p.m. against Central
off to a good start, leading the Florida.
Photo by Joel Nichols
Shaun Coulter passes over a Charlotte AAU player.

Lady Eagles off to slow start

Poor shooting
results in 2 losses
by Byron Putman
Sports Editor
The Lady Eagles didn't
quite get coach Robin Muller
off to the start she wanted to in
her head coaching debut, losing 71-61 to Charlotte's AAU
team Nov. 21.
Th e Lady Eagles held a half
time lead 27-24, but shoot
poorly from thefieldin the second half.
Despite the loss, senior
Tammy Jones' back seems to
be fully recovered from last
year's season-endinginjuiy, as
she led the lady eagles in scoring with 17 points and snatched
seven rebounds.
Junior Carmen Thomas
poured in 12 points for the Lady
Eagles and snatched a gamehigh nine rebounds.
Senior Revonda Whitley
scored 10 points and matched
Thomas's game-high rebounding effort by grabbing nine
boards.
Coach Muller said, " We

Running drills

Photo by Rob Ouzts

The Lady Eagles' Carmen Thomas and Kara Harkness, back,
prepare for tonight's match against Davidson.

The
Johnsonian
needs
sports writers
for infomation
call ext. 3419

did some things well, but we respond to it. We have to be
also found out some things we more aggressive too."
need to work on, like blocking
Again poor shooting hurt
out for rebounds and decrease the Lady Eagles; they shot 22
on turnovers."
percentfromthefloorto George
Also chipping in on the Mason's 60 percent.
action was freshman center
Muller said, " I saw some
Stacey Milton.
positive things during the
Milton scored eightpoints, game, Whitley andThomas step
shooting four of six from the up and played well against a
field and grabbing four re- very good team, especially in
bounds.
the second half."
Senior Kara Harkness
Leading the Eagles in scorlead the team in assist, dish- ing was Revonda Whitley.
ing out five.
Whitley scored 18 points and
Shooting guard Kathi grabbed five rebounds.
Weaver added 11 points and
Carmen Thomas added 10
handed out three assists.
points and led the team in
" Our guards have to shoot rebounding, grabbing nine.
the ball. We want to get the
George Mason did a good
ball inside more.sotheguards job neutralizing Winthrop's
will need to shoot more to Tammy Jones.
loosen up the opposing deThey held the Lady Eagles'
fenses, " Muller said.
leading scorer to just three shots
Against George Mason the from the field and didn't put
Lady Eagles were outmanned her on the foul line.
from the start.
" Now we know what we
The Eagles lost 104-40.
need to work on, and what it
" They took us out of our will take for us to get the job
game plan early .We weren't done," Muller said.
able to do the things we need
Tonight the Lady Eagles
to do," Muller said. "They were will take on Davidson at
very aggressive and we didn't 7 p.m.

Soccer players named to conference
ment
team
"'JS^"l
: take team awards
by Byron Putman

A

Sports Editor
Receiving post-season
honors, the men's soccer team
placed two members on the
Big South All-Tournament
team.
Freshman Robbie Blake
and junior Ian Cardey made
first-team All-Big South.
Aftei1 a record setting season, Blake was named the Big
South Conference's 1993
Rookie of the Year.

For Cardey, this was his
third consecutive year being
named to the All-Tournament
team.
Eagles making the All-Big
South second team were senior Shane Sallie and junior
Gary Baker.

nual post-season banquet.
Ian Cardey took home the
team's Most Valuable Player
and Most Valuabla Defender
Awards.
Earning the Most Valuable Midfielder Award was
Shane Sallie.
Blake was named the
team's Most Valuable ForTeam h o n o r s
ward.
Winthrop head coach Rich
The team's Most Improved
Posipanko gave out team
Player Award went to senior
awards during the teams an- Jim
Lord.
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Swish!

Freshman athlete
making the grade
both on, off court

David McMahan goes for
three as a Charlotte AAU
player looks on helplessly.
The Eagles lost the exhibition game 102-88. The next
home game will be Saturday at 8:30 p.m. against
Central Florida.

20

VJ

s ZjjH
Photo by Joel Nichols

The Johnsonian Top 25
N C A A Basketball Polls

Men
1. K e n t u c k y
2. A r k a n s a s
3. K a n s a s
4. M i c h i g a n
5. N o r t h C a r o l i n a
6. Louisville
7. D u k e
8. C a l i f o r n i a
9. T e m p l e
10. O k l a h o m a St.
11. M a s s a c h u s e t t s
12. M i n n e s o t a
13. I n d i a n a
14. G e o r g e t o w n
15. G e o r g i a Tech
16. V i r g i n i a
17. U C L A
18. P u r d u e
19. Illinois
20. S y r a c u s e
21. C i n c i n n a t i
22. V a n d e r b i l t
23. F l o r i d a St.
24. A r i z o n a
25. Towsen St.

by Byron Putman
this type of
Sports Editor
talent in her
Freshman Stacey Milton
high
school
has enjoyed her life at Winleague.
throp so far in athletics and
M
any
academics.
freshmen that
Milton who plays center
don't particifor the Lady Eagles, is the only
pate in colleremaining freshman on the
,
giate
sports
team with a full basketball
J have some difscholarship.
Milton
ficulty in makAt C. Milton Wright High
change
School in Churchville Md., from high schoolingthe
academics to
Milton was a four year starter college academics.
in basketball, soccer, and
" Being an athlete means
laccrosse.
you really have to balance your
During the summers, scheduel so you don't get beMilton played basketball for hind in your classes." Milton
the Maryland AAU squad; said, " Academics are much
which competes against other harder in collegc, I never had to
squads from different states. study in high school."
In her high school career,
Milton said she likes her
she owns the records for most head coach,Robin Muller, she
points scored, 1101 and most cares about what the team
rebounds, 946.
thinks and how we feel.
Milton was chosen CoBeing a freshman on any
county Player of the Year and college team means you have
named to the Maryland's All- some requirements to do that
State Team.
upperclassmen don't have to
College basketball is do.
much faster and physical than
" I have to do things like,
high school ball." Milton said pick up towells, rack the basTne 'Diggest amerence in col- ketballs after practice, just little
legiate basketball is the talent things that aren't so bad."
level of all the atheletes."
Milton said," I can't wait untill
Milton said there weren't next season when I can boss
many basketball players with someone around."

Make This Christmas Gift One That
Will Always Be Remembered With...
A
Teapot?
No Way!

A Crystal
Bowl?
Not Quite.

Women
1. T e n n e s s e e
2. T e x a s Tech
3. Iowa
4. A u b u r n
5. V a n d e r b i l t
6. L o u i s i a n a Tech
7. P e n n S t a t e
8. N o r t h C a r o l i n a
9. S t a n f o r d
10. Virginia
11. C o l o r a d o
12. W. K e n t u c k y
13. U. S o u t h e r n C a l
14. Ohio S t a t e
15. K a n s a s
16. S t e p h e n F. A u s t i n
17. G e o r g i a
18. C o n n e c t i c u t
19. A l a b a m a
20. S.W. M i s s o u r i St.
21. George W a s h i n g t o n
22. M i s s i s s i p p i
23. P e r d u e
24. M a r y l a n d
25. O a k l a h o m a S t .

Compiled by The Johnsonian sports staff

Jewelry?
Now That's
A Gift!

40%-60°/c
O

OFF
RETAIL
PRICES

Hurry in And Pick A Key
To Try Your Luck
At Opening The
Treasure Chest!
We're Giving Away
...A gemstone
...A Watch
$20 Gift Certificates
Or A 14K Gold Charm!
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
1 out of every 10 customers will wlr

Milano SeeS,ore,orde,ail
Jewelers

Winthrop Commons
725-123 Cherry Rd.

325-1778
Mon.-Sat. 10-6

Also At Gaston Mall
401 Cox Rd., Gastonia, NC
(704) 854-9491
Mon.-Fri 10:30-8, Sat. 10:30-6

Lif&stylos
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NGUZO
SABA
Each of the seven days of
Kwanza has a particular
meaning, known collectively
as the Nguzo Saba (the Seven
Principles). These are practical tools to guide us through
everyday life.
1. Umoja (Unity): To strive
for and maintain unity in
the family, community, nation, and race.

Kwanzaa

Graphic by Danyl Hughey

An African-American celebration of culture

2.KuijichaguIia (Self-determination): To define,
name, create for, and
speak for ourselves, instead of being defined,
named, created for, and
spoken for by others.

by Camellia Shuler
thekinara's seven candles which "lights ujima.
Lifestyles Writer
the way," Forter said. There are three
On the fourth day, one answers
3. Ujima (Collective Work
Many ethnic groups have tradi- red candles on the left, a black candle in
tional and sacred holidays that they the center and three green candles on "Ujamaa!" Ujamaa means buying from
and Responsibility) :To
each
other
and
sharing
the
wealth
of
all
celebrate annually.
the right.
black people. A child lights the first
The Christians celebrate Christbuild and maintain ourcomThe last symbols are the zawadi, or
mas, the Jews celebrate Hanukkah, gifts. They are used to educate the three candles and another red candle.
munity together, and make
and the African-Americans celebrate children on things of African influence. u On the fifth day, the answer is
"Nia!" which means purpose. A child
Kwanzaa.
our sisters' and brothers'
After the symbols are collected, the
According to A.P. Porter, author of decoratingbegins. MostKwanzaa deco- lights the first four candles and anproblems our problems;
Kwanzaa," Kwanzaa was first created rations are black, red and green col- other green one.
On the sixth day of Kwanzaa, one
in 1966 by Dr. Maulana Karenga, an ored.
and to solve our problems
answers
"Kuumba!"
which
means
creAfrican-American teacher.
Some people place a bendera on
together.
Dr. Karenga created Kwanzaa to the wall near the mkeka, which is usu- ativity. A child lights thefirstfive
candles and then the last red candle.
teach African-Americans about their ally placed on a low table.
The
karamu,
or
feast,
is
heid
on
history and to teach them about AfriNext the kikombe, mazao, muhindi, Dec. 31. The food is arranged on a big
4. Ujamaa (Cooperative
can ways and holidays.
kinara and mishumaa saba are placed
The word "Kwanzaa" comes from on the mkeka. The zawadi are set aside mkeka in the middle of the floor.
Economics): To build and
On
the
last
day,
everyone
says
u
the phrase "ya kwanza," which means until later.
maintain
our own stores,
Imani!" which means faith. All of the
iirst," Porter said.
According to Porter, Kwanzaa is a candles are lit in order, ending with the
In association with Kwanzaa is the special celebration for children.
shops,
and
other busigreen
candle.
bendera, the African-American flag
On the first day, a child lights the
After the opening of the gifts, evnesses, and to profit from
created by Marcus Garvey in the early black candle. Each day a candle is lit,
1900s.
eryone says "Harambee!" seven times.
them together.
starting with the red candle and then
In the bendera, the red bar repre- the green closest to the center. When Harambee means to pull together. Near
sents the black people's long struggle the day's candles are lit, the child will the end of the day, everyone sips from
the kikombe again.
for fairness and freedom, the black bar talk about one reason for Kwanzaa.
5. Nia (Purpose): To make
Kwanzaa is a time for black people
represents their staying together, and
As part oftheSwahili, which is the and their friends to get together and
our collective vocation the
the green bar represents the future.
native language of Kwanzaa, are the remember their history.
During Kwanzaa, African-Ameri- nguzo saba, or the seven principles.
building and developing of
Winthrop students can celebrate
cans think about their people, their They are the goals for African Ameristruggles and their future. Kwanzaa cans to strive for. Each day, a child Kwanzaa on Dec. 7 at 8 p.m. in McBryde our community, in order to
Hall
and
McBryde
101.
lasts for seven days, from Dec. 26 to must recite one of the principles.
restore our people to their
Jan. 1.
This year's Kwanzaa is coordiAccording to Porter, during
While preparing for Kwanzaa, Af- Kwanzaa, each day people greet each nated by Rovella Ham, graduate asso- traditional greatness.
rican Americans gather up the seven other by saying "Habari gani?" which ciate for Minority Student Life.
symbols.
The admission is free and it is a
means "What's the news?" One an- cultural event.
The first symbol is the mkeka, or swers with the principle of the day.
6. Kuumba (Creativity):
One of the goals for Kwanzaa on
place mat, which represents the hisOn the first day, one says "Umoja!"
tory. It is usually made by hand, from Umoja means unity. A child lights the campus is to be educational, Ham said. To do always as much as
At the Kwanzaa, special guest
strips of cloth or paper.
we can, in the way we can,
black candle of the kinara. Starting
The second is kikombe cha umoja, with the oldest people, everyone sips Ernest Brown, director of North Central
Family Center, will be talkingabout in order to leave our comwhich is a big cup that stands for stay- from the kikombe. Then the child tells
the principles and African-American
ing together. Everyone sips juice or what umoja means.
munity more beautiful and
unity.
wine from the kikombe.
On the second day, one answers
Along with the special guest will be beneficial than we inherThe third is mazao, or fruits and Kujichagulia!" Kujichagulia is saying
vegetables, and they stand for the har- who African Americans are and who Akwaaba, a dance group and band from ited it.
vest and the hard work. They repre- they will be. A child lights the black Charlotte, as well as other entertainment such as reading poetry, singing
sent the product of unified effort.
candle and a red candle, which stands
The fourth is muhindi, or corn, for struggle. Then the child talks of and dancing.
Also, different organizations on 7. Imani (Faith): To bewhich stands for the children. The kujichagulia.
campus and in the community will bring lieve with all our hearts in
parents place a corn on the mkeka for
..On
the
third
day,
everyone
answers
u
in food from African decent to sample.
each child in the family.
Ujima!" Ujima means helping each
our people, our parents,
Ham said she is "trying to bring in
The fifth is the kinara, or candle other by working together. The child
more
information about our culture that our teachers, our leaders,
holder, which stands for the people who lights the black candle, the red candle
we didn't know before."
lived many years ago in Africa.
and a green candle, which stands for
and the righteousness and
Kwanzaa yenu iwe na heri! May
The sixth is the mishumaa saba, the future. Then the child talks of
your Kwanzaa be happy!
victory of our struggle.
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By E.B.Kay Magnum

By Pete Kaiiner

(oi*yr

Iwentfrom
house tohouse,
BONUS
BUCKS?
Sell Your
Books lor

wouldgireine.

WANTED.'
Cartoonists
The Johnsonian will publish student car
toons. Call 323-3419 for details.

Crossword

neighborhood.^

Potent Potables "

ACROSS
1 Brewing grain
SabkrfUD
5 Open mouthed
Jack Powell is one of the lilfle onswers
10 to
WWII town
Ik big problems lacing every community
14 inBread spread
Calm down!
America. And because there are more15
peoand
16All
Formerly Persia
ple than problems, things will get done.
17 Type of schnapps
you hovetodo is something. Do anything
19 Get ore from
F
20 Poetic before
o
POINTS
p
LIGHT
( $ 1 BONUS BUCK credit f o r
21 Secretary,eg
$10 in b o o k s N U back!)
Do somathino good. FMI something r » l .
22 Hammer, for one
24 Certain violins: abr.
THE
26 Glossy paint
28 Citations: abr.
S H O P p E
30 Worshipers
33 Secret stash
36 Twos
FIRST STOP T O INTELLIGENT
LIFE I N T H E UNIVERSE!
38 Formal male address
39 Former tennis star
40 Fields for one
41 City in Nevada
42 Charlie's demise
43 Talk to Pierre
44 Pins
45 Arrogant
47 Pub missile
49 Carried, as a rifle
51 Ha-Ha
55 Half-conscious state
QUICKLY, QUICKLY
57 Economy: abr.
59 Black gold
60 Baseball's Berra
61 Mixed drink: 3 wds.
64 Sheet of glass
65 Care for
66 Odd companion
67 Chemical endings
68 Mideast ruler
69 Twerp

ByGer^Frey

-Jack Powell

^INSTANT
CASH
BONUS
BUCKS

WINTHROP

THE

The Johnsonian
is recyclable!

Last week's puzzle solution

1
2
3
4

DOWN
Broods
Warn
Ostracized person
Children's toy

5 Bust
6 Jewels
7 Similar
8 Search for gold
9 Martini request
10 Smirk
11 Type of liqueur
12 Narrow way
13 Sunday punch
18 Munster or Van Halen
23 Andy's partner
25 Pain's partner
27 Stapled
29 Meager
31 Hockey need
32 Broadway signs
33
David
34 Concerning: 2wds
35 Bubbly
37 Each and every
40 White wine
41 Assess
43 Parisian pork

1993 Ail rights reserved GFR Associates
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

44 Style
46 Small horses
48 Penitent
50 Plow inventor John
52 Shoe the horse
53 Down yielding duck
54 African antelope
55 Elite, e.g.
56 Horse color
58 Suit or brief
62 Tasting exclamation
63 D.C.VIP

Page 16
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WINTHROP CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

2bedroom townhouses, 1
1/2 baths, fully equipped
kitchen, swimming pool
and on-site laundry
room. $395 /month,
water,cable and TV included. Locatedat Foxfire
Apartments on Ebenezer
Road. Call 366-4000 for
information.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn
$2000+ monthly. Summer/ holidays /fulltime.
World travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Europe, Mexico.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino Workers , etc. No
experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647,
Ext. C147.

Student Housing Available — $275 per month.
Includes utilities, pool,
telephone service. For
more information call the
Rock Hill Inn at 329-2100
and ask for Mike.

Going home for the Holidays? Need a fun parttime job? The HONEY
BAKED HAM CO. is in
search of seasonal help
to fill our sales counter
and production positions.
We have stores located in
Charleston, Greenville,
Columbia and other major cities throughout the
southeast. Please check
the white pages or information for the store
nearest your home.

Rooms for rent
Large, unfurnished
rooms within walking
distance of Winthrop.
$ 2 2 5 / m o n t h ,$ 100
deposit. Non-smokers
only. 324-2203. Leave
message.
Walk to Winthrop
Brand New Unit
4 bedrooms, 2 full baths
bar, built in dressers,
new appliances, $780.
3 bedroom 1 bath
very nice $585.
366-1311 after 6:00
Roommate Wanted to
share two bedroom one
bath house. $240 a
month plus 1/2 utlities.
Fort Mill. 548-6744.
Leave message.

FOR SALE
For sale: one-way ticket
from El Paso, TX, to
Atlanta, GA, on Januaiy
8th. If interested call
323-3639. Ask for Shari.

INSTANT PROFIT
$500-$1000 WEEKLY!
Stuffing Envelopes Rush
SASE + $1 to: Domestic
Business Systems, 411
Meeting St. Box 3209,
Chas., SC 29404. LIMITED OFFER ACT
NOW!
Sitter wanted. Fall
'93 2-6 M,W +1 Weekend night. Spring '94 T,
TH 2-6 +1 Weekend
night. Provide own
transportation. Special
Ed., Psychology or Sociology major preferred. $5
an hour. Call 325 7857

Local Dental Office
needs Part-Time help.
12 to 15 hours per week.
Responsibilities include
COLLEGE STUDENTS filing, makeingand confirming approintments,
DREAM
•WORK FROM YOUR/ and lite typing. Call
Jenny
at Dr. WD
NEED PHONE
Cranford 324-7670.
•LOOSE WEIGHT
•MAKE MONEY
•NEW IN ROCK HILL ALASKA SUMMER
CALL MIKE BOSTON EMPLOYMENT (704) 554-7997
fisheries. Many earn
$2000+/mo.
in
canneries or $3000$6000+/mo. on fishing
Advertise in The
vessels.
Many
employers provide
Johnsonian!
Student
Classified room & board and
Rates: 1st 25 words transportation. No
.. .$1.20 for students +60 e x p e r i e n c e
cents each additional 10 necessary! Get the
words.
necessary head start on
(Call for off-campus next summer. For more
rates at 323-3419.)
information call: 1-206-

lfiM

ma

Raise a3 Much as You
Want In One Week!
$100... $600... $1500!
Market Applications for the
hottest credit card ever NEW C M MASTERCARD.
Users earn BIC DISCOUNTS
on CM CARS! Qualify for FREE
T-SHIRT & '94 CMC JIMMY.
a i l 1-800-950-1039, exL 75

N
BE A
HERO
Be a t e a c h e r

^

Teach s have the power to wake up
young minds—to make a difference.
Reach for that power. Be a teacher.
Be a hero.
To find out how to become a
teacher, call 1-800-45-TEACH.
Recruiting New Teachers, Inc. J

CuCturaC T,vmts

Dec.
1

Time
8 p.m.

1

7:30 p.m.

1-4

8 p.m.

2

7 p.m.

2
3
3-4

8 p.m.
2 p.m.
and 3 p.m
7 p.m.

3

8 p.m.

4

8 p.m.

5

2 p.m.
and 7 p.m.
3 p.m.
8 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

5
5
7

Event
Wintrhop Theatre Production,
One Act Play Festival
Lecture, "Gender in Higher
Education: The case of Winthrop
and Clemson," Stephen Bates
Winthrop Dance Theatre, "The
Nutbacker," admission: students
$2.50, others $5
Olde English Madrigal Feast open
dress rehearsal for students only,
tickets $5 must be purchased in
advance
Association of Ebonites fall concert
Archive film presentation, "Bertha
Smith, Handmaiden of the Lord"
Olde English Madrigal Feast, tickets
$20 must be purchased in advance
Christmas Folk Music Concert, "Folk
Like Us," folk instrumental quintet
Association of Ebonites Fall Concert,
"Musical Tribute to Thomas Whitfield"
Foreign Film Series, "Devi," (Bengali)
Winthrop Glee Club
Winthrop Jazz Combos
KWANZAA Celebration with African
Dance and Drumming Enemble
performing

Place
Johnson
Studio
Theatre
Kinard Aud.

Johnson
Theatre
McBryde Hall

Tillman Aud.
Kinard 204
McBryde Hall
Til'man Aud.
Tillman Aud.
Kinard Aud.
Tillman Aud.
Tillman Aud.
McBryde Hall
and McBryde
101

JOB FIND
Division of Student Life —Career Services

Warehouse. 6-11 p.m. .$8.50/hour.
Night auditor. 11 p.m. - 7 a.m. two nights
per week. $5.50/hour.
Administrative assistant. Flexible hours.
$5.50 - 6/hour.
Typist. Flexible hours. Negotiable amount
per page.
Day Care teaching assistant. 2-6 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. $4.25/hour.
Merchandiser. 16 hrs. per week. $6/hour.
Nursery worker. 9:30- noon Mon. - Fri.
$15/hour.
Security officers. 3 p.m. - midnight or 11
p.m. - 7 a.m. $5-6/hour.
Yard work. Flexible salary. Negotiable
salaiy.
Distribution. Wed. 4-12 a.m. $8/hour.

Construction work. 50 hrs. per week.
Salary negotiable. DOE.
Sales. Flexible hours. Negotiable salary.
Greeter, cashier. Holiday. $4.25 plus commission.
Credit clerk. Flexible hours. $6/hour.
Hostess. Flexible hours. $5/hour.
Receptionist. Mon. -Thurs. 5-7 p.m., Sat.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Host/Hostess. 15-20 hrs. per week. $4.25/
hour.
Waitstaff. Flexible hours. $3.75/hourplus
tips.
Sales. Flexible hours. $5.25/hour.
Maintenance. 12-16 hrs. per week. $5.50/
hour.
Cashier. Flexible hours $4.25/hour. DOE.

Complete information on these job listings is available at Career Services, across from Tillman
It one of the above listings is not on the job board, it means that the job has been filled.
Part time jobs fill rapidly, so check the board weekly for current listings.

Applications available for the
following Johnsonian positions:

Fine Arts editor
Spotlight editor
Lifestyles editor
?nnlS^L a c P Sll C a ii° n I* T£e Jo0hnAsonian office locatedin Bancroft
basement.
Applications aree due by Dec. 3."AppHcantslhou!r have'^rio?1 publfcaSon
*T
§ school, college or professional level. Questions should bee
directed to Jessica Brown, editor, at ext. 3419.

